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PRICES CONTROL ACT, 1948-1950.
Prices Control Order No. 523.
Sheets, Tea Towels, Nursery Squares, Table Cloths,
Pillowslips-Hemmed in Australia.
IN pursuance of the powers conferred upon me by
the Prices Control Act, 1948-1950, and the Prices
Control Regulations, 1949, I, Constantin Paul
Mathea, Prices Control Commissioner, hereby make
the following Order:Citation.
This Order may be cited as Prices Control
Order No. 523.
1.

Revocation.
2. Prices Control Order No. 407 is hereby revoked.
Application.
3. This Order shall apply only to specified goods
hemmed or overlocked in Australia.
Definitions and Interpretations.
4. In this Order, unless the contrary intention
appears"maker-up" means, in relation to the supply
of any services of hemming, overlocking,
or otherwise making up of any specified
goods, a person who hems or overlocks or
otherwise makes up those goods from
material furnished to him by some other
person for such purpose;
"manufacturer" means, in relation to the sale
of any specified goods, a person who manufactures those specified goods from his
own material;
"semi-manufacturer" means, in relation to the
sale of any specified goods, a person who
owns the material from which those specified goods are manufactured and who furnishes that material to a maker-up for
hemming, overlocking, or otherwise making
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up of such specified goods, and includes a
person who sells the material to a makerup or manufacturer and buys the goods
hemmed, overlocked, or otherwise made
up from the material back from the
maker-up or manufacturer;
"specified goods" means the goods specified in
the Schedule to this Order;
"wholesale merchant" means, in relation to
the sale of any specified goods, a person
who purchases such goods from a manufacturer or semi-manufacturer and resells
those goods by wholesale.
Maximum Prices-Sales by Manufacturers
and Semi-manufacturers.
5. I fix and declare the maximum price at which
specified goods may be sold by the manufacturer
or semi-manufacturer to be the sum of(al the maximum making allowance specified
in the Schedule to this Order, plus(b) (i) in respect of sales by wholesale-the
maximum price fixed by or under the
Prices Control Regulations, 1949, for
the sale by wholesale by that manufacturer or semi-manufacturer, as the
case may be, of the material contained
in such goods;
(ii) in respect of sales by retail-the maximum price fixed by or under the Prices
Control Regulations, 1949, for the sale
by retail by that manufacturer or
semi-manufacturer, as the case may
be, of the material contained in such
goods.
Maximum Rates-Makers-up.
6. I fix and declare the maximum rate at which
the service of making up any specified goods may
be supplied by the maker-up to be the amount
specified in the Schedule to this Order.

